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Hunting for Gamma Ray Bursts with Pi of the Sky telescopes
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Abstract: The Pi of the Sky is a system of wide field of view robotic telescopes, which search for short

timescale astrophysical phenomena, especially for prompt optical GRB emission. The system was designed

for autonomous operation, monitoring a large fraction of the sky with 12m
− 13m range and time resolution of

the order of 1− 10 seconds. System design and observation strategy were successfully tested with a prototype

detector operational in 2004-2009 at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile, and moved to San Pedro de Atacama

Observatory in March 2011. In October 2010 the first unit of the final Pi of the Sky detector system, with 4 CCD

cameras, was successfully installed in the INTA El Arenosillo Test Centre in Spain. Three more units (12 CCD

cameras) are being prepared for installation on a new platform in INTA, aiming at a total coverage of about 6 400

square degrees. Status and performance of the detectors is presented.
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1 Introduction

The “Pi of the Sky” [1] is a system of wide field of view

robotic telescopes designed for efficient search for astro-

physical phenomena varying on scales from seconds to

months. The design of the apparatus allows to monitor

a large fraction of the sky with a range of 12m
− 13m and

time resolution of the order of 1−10 seconds.

The main goal of the “Pi of the Sky” project is to search

for and observe prompt optical counterparts of Gamma

Ray Bursts (GRBs) during or even before gamma-ray emis-

sion. To achieve this purpose “Pi of the Sky” selected an

approach which assumes continuous observation of a large

part of the sky to increase the possibility of catching

a GRB. Therefore, it was necessary to develop advanced

and fully automatic hardware and software for wide-field

monitoring, real-time data analysis and identification of

flashes.

The full “Pi of the Sky” system, which is in the final con-

struction phase now, will be capable of continuous obser-

vation of about 2 steradians, which roughly corresponds to

the field of view of the BAT instrument on board the Swift

satellite [2]. In October 2010 the first unit of the system

was successfully installed in the INTA El Arenosillo Test

Centre in Spain. Remaining units should be installed and

the system fully operational this year. In this contribution

we present the system design and review most important

results obtained with the prototype detector in Chile and

with the first unit of the final system in Spain.

2 Observational strategy

Observations of optical counterparts of GRBs during or
even before the gamma-ray emission are crucial for un-
derstanding the nature of GRBs. The standard approach,
which relies on waiting for an alert distributed by the
GCN (The Gamma-ray Coordinates Network) [3] and sub-
sequently moving the telescopes to the target as fast as pos-
sible, does not allow us to detect an optical outburst at the
moment of or before the GRB explosion. Thus, the “Pi of
the Sky” strategy is based on continuous observation of
a large fraction of the sky, which increases the chances that
a GRB will occur in the observed area.

In order to ensure that all project requirements are met
with full control over the detector design and construction,
custom designed CCD cameras were build for the “Pi of
the Sky” detectors by the project members. Each camera
is equipped with Canon lenses f = 85 mm, f/d = 1.2 and
covers 20◦x20◦ of the sky. The full system will consist of
16 cameras placed on specially designed equatorial mounts
(4 cameras per mount). This will allow for monitoring of
about 2 steradian of the sky. Following the field of view
of the Swift satellite, with the full “Pi of the Sky” system,
will allow to eliminate a delay of the observation due to
telescope re-pointing to the coordinates from GCN. Dead
time, which arises from the decision process and signal
propagation from the satellite to the GCN and from the
GCN to the ground instruments is eliminated as well.

“Pi of the Sky” is capable of independent search for opti-
cal flashes in the sky, which requires very fast data process-
ing and identification of events with dedicated algorithms
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Figure 1: Dome at San Pedro de Atacama, Chile, where

the prototype unit was moved from Las Campanas Obser-

vatory in March 2011.

in real-time. On the other hand, the search for transients
and the analysis of variable stars are based on precise pho-
tometry, which requires detailed image analysis. To fulfill
both requirements we developed two different sets of al-
gorithms: for on-line and off-line data processing. The on-
line algorithm searches for flashes in real-time by compar-
ing a new image with the stack of recently taken frames.
Any observed difference is considered as possible candi-
date event. All events are processed through a multilevel
triggering system similar to those known from high-energy
physics experiments. Off-line algorithms are used to iden-
tify all objects in an image, and to add their measurements
to the database for future analysis.

3 “Pi of the Sky” telescopes

Before constructing the final version, tests of hardware and
software were performed with a prototype consisting of 2
custom-designed cameras placed on an equatorial mount.
The detector is fully autonomous and operates without any
human supervision, although remote control via Internet
is possible as well. Cameras work in coincidence and ob-
serve the same field of view with a time resolution of 10 s.
The limiting magnitude for a single frame is 12m and rises
to 13.5m for a frame stacked from 20 exposures. Till 2009
all observations were made in white light and no filter was
used, except for an IR-cut filter in order to minimize the
sky background. Since May 2009 we have had a Bessel-
Johnson R-band filter installed on one of the cameras in or-
der to facilitate absolute calibration of the measurements.
The prototype had been working at Las Campanas Obser-
vatory in Chile since June 2004 till the end of 2009. In
March 2011 the detector was moved to a new site in San
Pedro de Atacama, approximately 750 km north from LCO
(still in Chile) and about 2 400 meters above sea level (see
figure 1).

The final detector consists of 4 custom-designed CCD
cameras, which are improved versions of the cameras de-
veloped for the prototype. The cameras can operate in two
modes thanks to specially designed equatorial mount. The
mechanism for deflecting cameras enable to point all cam-
eras at the same object (common–target mode, DEEP, com-
mon field of view 20◦x20◦) or cameras are deflected by
15◦ along the diagonal of the CCD chip, covering adja-

Figure 2: New detector unit installed in October 2010

in the INTA El Arenosillo test centre in Mazagón near

Huelva, Spain.

cent field (side–by–side, WIDE, total coverage 40◦x40◦).
Due to numerous improvements, the new design of the
telescope mount provides much better pointing accuracy
and a shorter reaction time than the prototype. New de-
tector unit has been successfully operated in the INTA El
Arenosillo test centre in Mazagón near Huelva, Spain, on
the coast of the Atlantic Ocean from October 2010 (see fig-
ure 2)

4 Selected results

4.1 GRB 080319B

On March 19th 2008, at 6:12:49 UT automatic algorithms
of the “Pi of the Sky” prototype system detected a new ob-
ject in the sky. A few seconds later an alert from GCN ar-
rived – the Swift satellite detected an extremely luminous
GRB, which will be refered to as GRB080319B. Also in
optical band its brightness was greater than all bursts ob-
served until then. At the maximum it was as bright as 5.3m.
The optical light curve reconstructed from “Pi of the Sky”
data is shown in figure 3. The most curious was, that lumi-
nosity measured by “Pi of the Sky” was over 10,000 times
greater, than luminosity extrapolated from gamma to op-

Figure 3: The optical light curve of the “naked-eye”

GRB080318B reconstructed from “Pi of the Sky” and

TORTORA data [4].
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Figure 4: An example of a highly deformed PSF in the

corner of the “Pi of the Sky” frame [5].

tical band. This shows, that optical emission is caused by
different mechanism than emission in gamma rays [4]. The
observations of this “naked-eye” GRB080318B have con-
firmed the usefulness of “Pi of the Sky” observation strat-
egy. Wide-field telescopes performing continuous observa-
tions of large part of the sky are capable of detecting GRBs
at the moment or even before explosion. GRB080318B
was recognized by the “Pi of the Sky” self-triggering sys-
tem independently from the alert received from the GCN.

4.2 Search for the GRB080319B optical
precursor

To meet the requirement for monitoring a large fraction of
the sky, the “Pi of the Sky” apparatus makes use of cam-
eras with a wide field of view. For stars far from the optical
axis, this causes significant image deformations, which are
much larger than in other astronomical experiments. This
was also the case for GRB080319B, for which the position
of the burst was in the corner of the frame up to t0 + 36 s.
The possible precursor would therefore also be deformed
and thus large uncertainties would be introduced into stan-
dard photometric and signal-searching algorithms. To im-
prove measurements and signal seeking capabilities a mo-
del of the Point Spread Function (PSF), based on modified
Zernike polynomials, was created for the “Pi of the Sky”
detector [5]. Simulated PSFs obtained from the model are
very close to real images even for the most deformed stars,
as can be seen in figure 4. The precursor search was per-
formed by fitting the PSF model at GRB coordinates to
all frames covering 19 minutes prior to the explosion, on
two cameras of the Pi of the Sky prototype. No signal ex-
ceeding 3σ level has been found. The limit calculated on
single frame fluctuated in most cases between 11.5m and
12.25m [6].

4.3 Photometric corrections

We have developed a series of quality filter cuts to re-
move measurements (or whole frames) affected by detec-
tor imperfections or observing conditions. Measurements
that are placed near the border of the frame, or that are
affected by hot pixels, bright background caused by open
shutter or the Moon halo, or by planet or planetoid passage,

Figure 5: Uncorrected light curve for BG Ind variable (top)

and the same light curve after applying dedicated spectral

corrections (bottom) [7].

.

can be easily recognised and removed by dedicated algo-

rithms. By selecting only high quality measurements aver-

age photometry uncertainty of about 0.018− 0.024m has

been achieved for stars of 7−10m.

We managed to improve photometry accuracy further by

developing a dedicated color correction algorithm. When

performing observations without any filter (which is the

case for most of our data), we normalize our measurements

to reference stars measured in V filter. Due to the wide

spectral acceptance the CCD, detector response is corre-

lated with the stellar spectral type. The average magnitude

measured by “Pi of the Sky” is shifted with respect to the

catalog magnitude in V band by an offset depending on the

spectral type given by B–V or J–K. The approximation of

this dependence with a linear function enables the measure-

ment of each star to be corrected, so that measured magni-

tude is equal to catalog V magnitude independently of the

spectral type. Additional improvement of the measurement

precision is also achieved when the photometric correction

is not calculated as a simple average over all selected ref-

erence stars, but when a quadratic dependence of the cor-

rection on the reference star position in the sky is fitted for

each frame. The distribution of χ2 can be used to select

measurements with the most precise photometry. When ap-

plying the new algorithm to the light curve of BG Ind [7],

a brightness uncertainty of 0.013m was achived (see fig-

ure 5).
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Figure 6: Distribution of the difference between the satel-

lite altitude calculated from parallax measurement and re-

ceived from TLE databases [8].

.

4.4 Measurements of a parallax

Every night, when both “Pi of the Sky” telescopes ob-
serve, automatic algorithms search for new objects in the
sky, especially GRBs, in optical band. Unfortunately, most
flashes are due to satellites or planes, and there is a num-
ber of cases which are difficult or impossible for unique
identification. The best method to recognize astrophysi-
cal sources is to measure distance to them, and the direct
method to do it is to measure the parallax.

The distance between observatories in Chile and Spain
is almost 8 500 km (along the Earth’s chord) and, assum-
ing, that both telescopes are pointing in the same direction,
we are able to measure parallax angles between 25” (a half
of a diagonal of a pixel) and 14◦. This results in an ob-
servable parallax angle for objects, which are in a distance
between about 20 000 km and 38.2 million km from the
centre of the Earth. In this range one can measure geosta-
tionary and GPS satellites, space debris [9], possibly also
comets and planetoids. For the satellites, we are able to
measure their altitude with 50 km accuracy from single ob-
servation (see figure 6) [10].

5 Conclusions

The “Pi of the Sky” instruments operate in a fully au-
tonomous mode, practically without any human supervi-
sion, and search for short-timescales astrophysical phe-
nomena, especially for prompt optical counterparts of
GRBs. The ultimate system will be able to perform con-
tinuous observations of the field of view of Swift satellite,
which will allow to detect GRBs at the moment or even be-
fore the explosion. The observations of the famous “naked-
eye” GRB080318B with the prototype located in Las Cam-
panas Observatory in Chile, have confirmed the suitability
of the observing strategy of “Pi of the Sky” .

During the period 2006-2009 the prototype has gathered
over 2 billion measurements for almost 17 million objects.
All measurements acquired by “Pi of the Sky” are publicly
accessible through a user-friendly web interface on the “Pi
of the Sky” home page. Effort on improving data quality is
still ongoing.

The ultimate “Pi of the Sky” system should become
fully operational this year. The first unit has been success-
fully performing observations in the INTA El Arenosillo

Test Centre in Spain since October 2010. The prototype,
after moving from Las Campanas Observatory to San Pe-
dro de Atacama Observatory in March 2011, is effectively
collecting new data as well.

To extend our observation capabilities we are currently
working on the design of the new “PI of the Sky Plus”
telescope. Fast parallactic mount, with maximal speed of
up to 30◦ per second, absolute pointing precision of about
20”, and load of up to 100 kg will allow us to use 4 lenses
with f = 296 mm and 180 mm aperture.
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